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PlayTronic Colours Play
Panel
Product Code AMVFA-APEP-FIPTCOLOUR

£0
Price stated is for product only.<br>Contact us for a delivery &

installation quote based on your location.

Key Stage:Dimensions:
Length 1200 mm

Width 800 mm

Depth 94 mm

Description
The PlayTronic Colours Play Panel is a fun activity panel
which has a random sequence of questions that it asks the
children to show... "Can you point to something red?" "Can
you point to something yellow?" "Can you point to
something blue?"  The addition of electronic sounds to
panels adds another dimension and interaction between the
user and the panel itself. Adding the extra complexity of
electronics is nothing to worry about though because all the
components used are commercial grade and have been
designed specifically for this application. The whole system
has been carefully designed and manufactured, and has now
been out in the field for over 2 years with little or no reported
problems apart from inevitable battery replacements, which
have a life of up to a year depending on how popular the
panel is. All PlayTronic panels include touch sensitive
activation switches with no moving parts, water-proof
speaker, sealed circuitry and battery compartment with easy
to change long life batteries. All the electronic parts have
been designed to fit in a durable steel, water resistant case
with security screws to prevent unauthorised tampering. All
the main components can be unplugged and swapped-out if
there is ever a failure, making maintenance relatively cheap
and easy to carry out. Bespoke design options are also
available. All AMV Play Panels can be wall mounted or
mounted onto posts fixed into the ground. Multiple panels
can installed side by side or back to back. Please ask for
further details of the options available.

Play Values
This product supports the following areas of child development.

Fine Motor Skills Inclusive Play Auditory
Stimulation

Understanding
the World
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